Introduction to One Foot In Eden

A richly textured story of love and murder, One Foot In Eden unfolds through the distinctive voices of a small-town sheriff, a young married couple, and those who share in their secrets.

Will Alexander knows there’s been a murder in this fertile corner of the Appalachian South, but he can’t find a body and no one’s coming talking, least of all Billy Holcombe and his beautiful wife, Amy. For years, the mystery will go unsolved – until the day the power company forces everyone out and floods the valley and family farms where this close-knit community has lived and worked for generations.

Author Ron Rash has crafted a story of haunting beauty and primitive force, tempered by his deep affection for a region often misunderstood. One Foot In Eden is a tribute to a time, place, and way of life vanishing from the modern South.

Praise for One Foot In Eden

"Equal parts vintage crime novel and Southern Gothic, full of aching ambivalence and hard compromises, and rounded off by bad faith and bad choices, One Foot In Eden is a veritable garden of earthly disquiet."
–Los Angeles Times

"A classic tale of passion and tragedy. Each voice rings as true as the sound of an ax in the cold early morning air."
–Lee Smith, author of The Last Girls
"Ruggedly beautiful...Reading Rash's tale is like listening to a plaintive mountain ballad about a time and place long vanished: the lyrics are sweet and mournful, wistful and dark. And, oh, does One Foot In Eden linger!"
–The Charlotte Observer

"Rash's characters have a heroic quality as they struggle to fill the empty spaces in their hearts. They also have a poetic intensity."
–Atlanta Journal-Constitution

"A story of family secrets and family bonds, of legacies and intense loyalties...in prose that thrills like his poetry. I couldn't put it down. He is one of our finest writers."
–Robert Morgan, author of Gap Creek

"Ron Rash writes like a landscape painter...Atmosphere and place are real -- we are pulled right into that county and into the characters' minds.... Finally, it's a rich and lyrical language that is Ron Rash's gift to us, from the wise and moving words of the people in his novel to the whispers and secrets given up by the land he knows so well."
–Creative Loafing

"A story of wild, almost primitive force and yet it is neatly and ingeniously put together. Ron Rash knows to the core the ways of those who yearn for what is just beyond their grasp. Here is a lasting experience."
–Fred Chappell, author of Brighten the Corner Where You Are

"Ron Rash has written a hauntingly beautiful novel of a lost place and time, full of characters who have faced the truth themselves."
–Ashley Warlick, author of The Distance from the Heart of Things

Reading Group Guide Questions

1. The challenge for a modern novelist who has characters speaking in dialect is how to give a flavor for regional speech without having the dialogue be intrusive or, worse, having it reduce characters to stereotypes or caricatures. Discuss the effectiveness of the dialect in the novel, focusing not only on vocabulary but also syntax. Also look at the relationship between the social standing of characters and their manner of speaking.

2. Discuss the interplay between rationality and irrationality. Several characters certainly would be associated with one or the other, but the traits often mingle (Billy killing Holland but then carefully reasoning out the hiding of the body.) A primitive urge--the desire to have a child--and Glendower's dark magic combine to set the tragedy in motion after a doctor scientifically confirms the sterility. Alexander intuits that something isn't right but also uses logic to unravel the murder. Isaac seems to have both elements coursing through him, etc.

3. What does it mean to say that this is very much an Old Testament story? Discuss the various links: names, the title and epigraph, the flood, the harsh retribution and consequences for sin, dispossession, etc. How do the language and setting combine to create an Old Testament tone?

4. Does One Foot In Eden feel like a historical novel to you? If so, how is this sense of history evoked? If not, what particulars make it seem timeless or modern? Additionally, how is history of the place tied into the personal histories of the characters?
5. The setting of the novel seems to be of special importance to this story. Geography and psychology are inextricably bound. Discuss how the two mirror and reinforce each other and how the novel's characters attempt to control the landscape even as they are controlled by it.

6. Being that this terrain is located in the American South, particularly in rural Appalachia, in what ways do the novel or its characters feel “Southern”? Are these people defined by their home, its history and heritage, or are they something more than the place in which they live?

7. Tragedies – from the Bible to ancient Greek theatre to today – often involve characters who admirable or sympathetic but who are also capable of horrible deeds. Would you also consider this to be the case in One Foot In Eden, and if so, which characters would you consider tragic?

8. Why do you think Ron Rash chose to structure the novel as he did, both with the testimonial chapters and the surprising jump forward in time with the Deputy’s chapter?

9. Is Rash trying to impart something beyond the story itself by choosing to tell it in this fashion?

About the Author

Ron Rash holds the Parris Chair in Appalachian Studies at Western Carolina University. He is the author of several collections of short fiction and poetry, and has had his work featured in The Yale Review, Oxford American, Southern Review, and elsewhere. This is his first novel.
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